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Abstract In two experiments, we investigated emergent con-
ditional relations in pigeons using a symbolic matching-to-
sample task with temporal stimuli as the samples and hues as
the comparisons. Both experiments comprised three phases.
In Phase I, pigeons learned to choose a red keylight (R) but not
a green keylight (G) after a 1-s signal. They also learned to
choose G but not R after a 4-s signal. In Phase II, correct
responding consisted of choosing a blue keylight (B) after a
4-s signal and a yellow keylight (Y) after a 16-s signal.
Comparisons G and B were both related to the same 4-s
sample, whereas comparisons R and Y had no common sam-
ple. In Phase III, R and G were presented as samples, and B
and Y were presented as the comparisons. The choice of B
was correct following G, and the choice of Y was correct
following R. If a relation between comparisons that shared a
common sample were to emerge, then responding to B given
G would be more likely than responding to Y given R. The
results were generally consistent with this prediction, suggest-
ing, for the first time in pigeons, the emergence of novel
relations that involve temporal stimuli as nodal samples.
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In a matching-to-sample (MTS) procedure, two stimuli from
Set A (e.g., A1 and A2) and two stimuli from Set B (e.g., B1
and B2) may be conditionally related as follows. In each
trial, one stimulus from Set A is presented as the sample,
and both stimuli from Set B are presented as comparisons.
Given A1, responses to B1 but not B2 are arbitrarily defined
as correct. Given A2, responses to B2 but not B1 are
arbitrarily defined as correct (i.e., AB training). Next, a
second conditional discrimination can be trained with stim-
uli from Sets B and C. In this case, the correct responses are
(1) C1 but not C2 given sample B1 and (2) C2 but not C1
given sample B2 (BC training). Correct responses are rein-
forced, and incorrect responses are extinguished.

After the AB and BC training, a subject may exhibit
conditional discriminations that were not directly trained.
For example, a subject may match the same pair of previ-
ously related stimuli when their sample–comparison roles
are reversed. Thus, having learned the AB and BC relations,
the subject correctly matches the stimuli in the symmetry
tests (i.e., BA and CB). A subject may also correctly match
the samples from the AB training to the comparisons from
the BC training (i.e., AC transitivity tests). This pattern of
responding demonstrates the emergence of an untrained
conditional relation between two stimulus sets, A and C,
that had never been paired directly but had been related to a
common stimulus set, B.

The experimental procedure under which the comparison
stimuli from AB training become the sample stimuli during
BC training is called a linear-series training structure. In
addition to the linear series, two other experimental arrange-
ments could be used to organize a training procedure. In a
many-to-one training structure, the samples come from two
or more stimulus sets, but the comparisons come from a
single stimulus set (e.g., AB and CB training). Conversely,
in a one-to-many training structure, the samples come from
a single stimulus set, but the comparisons come from two or
more stimulus sets (e.g., BA and BC training). In both cases,
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emergent relations could be evaluated through transitivity
and symmetry tests (e.g., Green & Saunders, 1998).

Sidman and Tailby (1982) proposed combined tests to
evaluate emergent relations. According to their proposal, an
emergent relation between two comparisons following a
one-to-many training structure could be considered evi-
dence of the simultaneous emergence of more than one
relational property. Following AB and AC training, for
example, one could infer the emergence of transitivity and
symmetry by testing BC and CB (i.e., combined tests). The
argument has two steps. First, from the trained AB and AC
relations, the BA and CA relations emerge, demonstrating
symmetry. Second, from the (emergent) BA and (trained)
AC relations, the BC relation emerges. Similarly, from the
(emergent) CA and (trained) AB relations, the CB relation
emerges, demonstrating transitivity. Thus, symmetry and
transitivity can both be inferred from the emergence of an
untrained relation between comparisons mediated by a com-
mon sample.

Sidman (1990) went one step farther by proposing that
these combined tests can also be used to evaluate reflexivity.
This relational property consists of matching each stimulus
to itself (i.e., AA, BB, and CC identity tests). For example,
after AB and AC training, the emergence of the BC relation
also implies reflexivity, because Stimulus Set B must be
recognized as the same when it is presented as samples
(i.e., test trials) and comparisons (i.e., training trials).

When exposed to combined tests, verbally able humans
have yielded systematically positive results (e.g., Devany,
Hayes, & Nelson, 1986; Lazar, Davis-Lang, & Sanchez,
1984; Sidman, 1971; Sidman & Cresson, 1973; Sidman &
Tailby, 1982; Spradlin, Cotter, & Baxley, 1973; Spradlin &
Saunders, 1986). Nonhuman subjects, however, have
yielded mostly negative results (e.g., Hogan & Zentall,
1977; Lionello-DeNolf & Urcuioli, 2002; Lipkens, Kop, &
Matthijs, 1988; Sidman et al., 1982; Tomonaga, Matsuzawa,
Fujita, & Yamamoto, 1991; Yamamoto & Asano, 1995).
Reflexivity (Sweeney & Urcuioli, 2010), symmetry (Frank
& Wasserman, 2005; Garcia & Benjumea 2006; Urcuioli,
2008; Vasconcelos & Urcuioli, 2011; Velasco, Huziwara,
Machado, & Tomanari, 2010; Yamamoto & Asano, 1995),
and transitivity (D’Amato, Salmon, Loukas, & Tomie, 1985;
Kuno, Kitadate, & Iwamoto, 1994) have been reported in
separate experiments with nonhuman animals. However,
only one study with a California sea lion has obtained
positive results with combined tests (Schusterman &
Kastak, 1993). Specifically, after a history of reinforced
symmetrical responding (i.e., multiple-exemplar training
with an AB + BC linear series arrangement), the sea lion
passed the CA equivalence test.

The difficulties in showing emergent relations with ani-
mals could stem from biological constraints shared by all
animals—namely, limitations in linguistic ability (cf.

Devany et al., 1986; Hayes, 1989; Horne & Lowe, 1996).
Those difficulties may also conceivably stem from the pro-
cedures used in the original studies, in which one or more of
their features may have prevented the animals from learning
or expressing emergent relations (Dube, McIlvane,
Callahan, & Stoddard, 1993). If the latter argument is true,
researchers should continue to explore ways of training and
testing emergent relations in animals that circumvent the
problems with the current procedures.

In the present study, we followed a new approach to test
emergent conditional relations. Proposed by Velasco et al.
(2010), the approach compares the acquisition of two con-
ditional relations, one between two stimuli presumably as-
sociated by prior training, and another between two stimuli
presumably not associated by prior training. The four stim-
uli are all equally familiar to the subjects. Because the two
conditional relations are taught during reinforced trials, the
approach of Velasco et al. solves some of the problems
commonly found when test trials are performed in extinc-
tion. According to some authors (cf. Antonitis, 1951; Dube
& McIlvane, 1996; Epstein, 1983, 1985; Galvão, Calcagno
& Sidman 1992; Kuno et al., 1994; Lerman & Iwata, 1996;
Schusterman & Kastak, 1993; Sidman et al., 1982; Wilson
& Hayes, 1996), extinction during test trials is similar to the
consequences of incorrect choices during training trials, in
that in both cases the reinforcer is omitted. If this similarity
changes the sources of stimulus control established during
prior training, the subjects are likely to fail the tests for
emergent relations (see Dube & McIlvane, 1996; Galvão et
al., 1992; Kuno et al., 1994; Sidman et al., 1982). Because
the approach of Velasco et al. compares the speed of learn-
ing of two conditional relations within subjects, it increases
the study’s sensitivity with respect to the more common
between-subjects design (see Velasco et al., 2010, for further
discussion of design issues in tests of emergent relations).

The present study introduced another novelty to the study
of emergent relations in animals—specifically, the use of a
cross-modal MTS task with temporal stimuli as samples and
hues as comparisons. Time is a fundamental property of the
environment in which behavior occurs (Catania, 1991), and
many animals show some form of behavioral sensitivity to
time (e.g., Richelle & Lejeune, 1980). Additionally, tempo-
ral stimuli may be particularly salient (e.g., Staddon, 2001);
therefore, they may reduce extraneous sources of stimulus
control in the MTS task. For these reasons, we asked wheth-
er temporal stimuli would be particularly effective as nodal
elements, mediating the association between two nontem-
poral stimuli and enabling the emergence of new relations.

To summarize, following the combined-tests approach
of Sidman and Tailby (1982), and using the procedure
of Velasco et al. (2010) of reinforced test trials in a
within-subjects design, in the present study we exam-
ined whether pigeons would show an emergent relation
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between two visual stimuli previously related to a com-
mon temporal stimulus.

The present report contains two experiments, each com-
prising three phases (Table 1). In Phase I, pigeons learned to
choose a red keylight (R) but not a green keylight (G) after a
1-s signal, and G but not R after a 4-s signal. In Phase II, the
pigeons learned to choose a blue keylight (B) but not a
yellow keylight (Y) after a 4-s signal, and Y but not B after
a 16-s signal. Notably, the G and B comparisons were
correct following the same samples (4 s), whereas the R
and Y comparisons were correct following different samples
(1 and 16 s, respectively). In Phase III, to test for the
emergence of a direct relation between the G and B hues,
the R and G hues were presented as samples, and the B and
Y hues were presented as comparisons. Choices of B but not
Y were reinforced following G, and choices of Y but not B
were reinforced following R. The emergence of an untrained
relation between the G and B comparisons previously relat-
ed to the same sample would be indicated by (1) response
accuracy above chance on GB trials and near chance on RY
trials during the first session of Phase III or (2) faster
acquisition of the GB relation than of the RY relation across
the sessions of Phase III.

However, a potential problem can be foreseen with
the experiment summarized in Table 1. During Phase
III, we wanted to assess how the sample hues would
control choice; however, in addition to hue, the samples
would inevitably have some duration. Given that the
pigeons learned to choose the comparisons during
Phases I and II on the basis of sample durations, the
sample duration might mask any differential effects of
sample hue (e.g., Honig & Urcuioli, 1981; Oliveira &
Machado, 2008). Thus, in Experiment 1 we examined
how sample duration would affect choice. The results of
Experiment 1 suggested that the duration associated
with the sample hues indeed could bias responding
during Phase III. In Experiment 2, control by sample duration
was minimized in order to unmask any potential control
by the sample’s hue, thereby assessing the hypothesized
emergence of an untrained conditional relation.

Experiment 1

To reveal any potential control by sample hue during Phase
III, ideally one should eliminate all of the other competing
sources of stimulus control, including sample duration.
Unfortunately, sample duration cannot be eliminated.
Therefore, in Experiment 1 we varied sample duration to
determine how, in this MTS procedure, it would control
choice during Phase III. On the basis of the results, we
determined the sample duration that would minimize tem-
poral control and then used that sample duration in
Experiment 2.

To understand how control by sample duration may be
revealed during Phase III, consider the case in which only
sample duration affects choice. Regardless of sample hue,
when the sample lasts 4 s, the pigeons will be more likely to
choose B than Y, because during Phase II the choice of B
was reinforced and the choice of Y was extinguished after
the 4-s samples. When the sample duration lasts 16 s, how-
ever, the pigeons will be more likely to choose Y than B,
because during Phase II the choice of Y was reinforced and
the choice of B was extinguished after the 16-s samples
(e.g., Machado & Arantes, 2006; Machado & Keen, 1999;
Machado & Pata, 2005). To predict the results for other
sample durations, we would need to consider the effects of
temporal generalization (e.g., samples shorter than 4 s
should also yield a preference for B over Y).

Other cases are obviously possible. For example, because
the sample in Phase III consists of a keylight hue presented
for the first time on the center key, temporal discrimination
might be disrupted, and the preference for the B and Y
comparisons might fall to indifference. In this case, the
pattern of choices would not vary with sample duration.
Finally, and perhaps more realistically, both sample hue
and duration might influence choice, albeit to different
degrees (e.g., Oliveira & Machado, 2008). In this case, the
pattern of choices as a function of sample duration would
also help determine the sample duration that would mini-
mize differential temporal control, and that value could be
used in Experiment 2.

Table 1 Samples and comparisons during each experimental phase. S+ and S– identify the correct and incorrect comparisons, respectively,
following each sample stimulus

Phase I Phase II Phase III

Comparisons Comparisons Comparisons

Samples Red Green Samples Blue Yellow Samples Blue Yellow

1 s S+ S– 4 s S+ S– Red S– S+

4 s S– S+ 16 s S– S+ Green S+ S–
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Method

Subjects

Eight adult pigeons (Columba livia) without experience in
temporal discrimination tasks were used in Experiment 1.
All of the pigeons were individually housed in stainless-steel
cages with water and grit continuously available. A 13-h:11-
h light:dark cycle was in effect in the colony room, with lights
on at 8:00 am. The pigeons were maintained at 80 % of their
free-feeding body weights throughout the experiment.

Apparatus

Two Lehigh Valley chambers, measuring 32 × 36 × 34 cm, were
used. Three circular response keys, each with a 2.5-cm diameter,
were located 22 cm above the chamber floor and spaced 4.5 cm
apart, center to center. The keys could be illuminated with red,
green, blue, and yellow lights. The center key could also be
illuminated with a white light. A food hopper was accessible
through a 6 × 5 cm opening 8.5 cm below the central key. A 7.5-
W houselight located 25 cm above the wall opposite the intel-
ligence panel provided general illumination. A computer
programmed in the C++ language controlled the experimental
events and recorded the data.

Procedure

As Table 2 shows, two mappings between the sample
durations and the comparison hues were used during

Phase I. For half of the pigeons, the mapping was “1
s→R, 4 s→G” and for the other half, the mapping was
“1 s→G, 4 s→R.” During Phase II, the mapping was “4
s→B, 16 s→Y” for all pigeons. Therefore, Phase III
had two sets of trained relations: R→B and G→Y or
G→B and R→Y. However, for clarity, we will describe
the remainder of the procedure and the experimental
results as if all of the pigeons had the mappings used
in Table 1 (“1 s→R, 4 s→G” in Phase I, “4 s→B, 16
s→Y” in Phase II, and G→B and R→Y in Phase III).

Phase I (see Table 1) Given a choice between R and G, the
pigeons learned to choose R after a 1-s signal and G after a 4-s
signal. Each trial began with the offset of the houselight and
onset of the central key with a white light. Pecks at the center
key during the sample had no programmed consequences. At
the end of the sample (1 or 4 s), the center key was turned off,
and the side keys were illuminated with R and G keylights.
The left–right location of the keylights varied randomly across
trials, but with the constraint that at the end of the session both
keylights had been presented equally often on both keys. One
peck at any of the side keys turned all of the lights off. If the
choice was correct, the food hopper was raised and illuminat-
ed, and the pigeon had access to grain for 2 s. After the food
delivery, a 30-s intertrial interval (ITI) with the houselight on
followed. If the choice was incorrect, the ITI followed imme-
diately, and the trial was repeated (i.e., correction procedure).
If three consecutive errors occurred, only the correct compar-
ison was presented during the choice period in the fourth trial
(i.e., forced choice). Sessions ended after 40 reinforcers, and
training continued until the pigeon achieved at least 85 %
correct responses in each of the two conditional relations over
five consecutive sessions.

Phase II Given a choice between B and Y, the pigeons
learned to choose B after a 4-s signal and Y after a 16-s
signal. All of the other experimental details were the
same as in Phase I, including the correction procedure.
Next, the trials used during Phases I and II were mixed.
Each session comprised 40 trials, of which ten trials of
each conditional relation already trained (i.e., 1 s→R, 4
s→G, 4 s→B, and 16 s→Y) were presented in a pseu-
dorandom order. The learning criterion was set at 80 %
correct responses for each of the four conditional rela-
tions over five consecutive sessions.

Phase III The R and G keylights were presented on the
center key as samples, and the B and Y keylights were
presented on the side keys as comparisons. The choice of
B was reinforced following the G sample (i.e., GB relation),
and the choice of Y was reinforced following the R sample
(i.e., RY relation). Thus, during Phase III, the pigeon’s
choices were reinforced depending on the sample hue. The

Table 2 Sample–comparison mappings used in Experiments (Exp.) 1
and 2

Phase I Phase II Phase III

Exp. Group Pigeon 1 s 4 s 4 s 16 s R G

1 1 s P201 G R B Y B Y

P300 G R B Y B Y

P440 R G B Y Y B

P726 R G B Y Y B

16 s P271 G R B Y B Y

P435 G R B Y B Y

P454 R G B Y Y B

P619 R G B Y Y B

2 8 s P366 G R B Y B Y

P604 G R B Y B Y

P746 R G B Y Y B

P876 R G B Y Y B

During Phases I and II, the sample was a white light 1, 4, or 16 s in
duration. During Phase III, the sample was a red (R) or green (G) light.
The Group column shows the minimum sample durations during Phase
III. B, blue; Y, yellow
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reinforcement parameters and the correction procedure were
the same as during the previous phases.

The pigeons were divided into two groups, Group 1S
and Group 16S, each defined by the contingency with
respect to the sample duration. For Group 1S, when the
center keylight was illuminated with the sample hue, at
least 1 s had to elapse and at least one peck on the
center key had to be emitted (i.e., a conjunctive fixed-
time [FT] 1-s fixed-ratio 1 [FR1] schedule) before the
sample keylight was turned off and the side keys were
illuminated with the comparison keylights. For Group
16S, the center keylight was turned on for at least 16 s,
and the pigeon had to peck the key at least once (i.e., a
conjunctive FT 16-s FR1 schedule) to produce the com-
parison stimuli. The conjunctive schedule ensured that
the pigeon observed the sample (FR1) and that its
duration would be relatively short for Group 1S and
relatively long for Group 16S. Phase III lasted six
sessions.

If sample duration strongly controls choice, at least
during the first session of Phase III, we predicted that
Group 1S would choose B more frequently than Y and
that Group 16S would choose Y more frequently than
B, regardless of the sample hue. Therefore, for Group
1S, the GB relation would yield a higher percentage of
correct responses than the RY relation, but the opposite
would be the case for Group 16S.

Results and discussion

All of the pigeons learned the four baseline conditional dis-
criminations. As Table 3 shows, the average numbers of ses-
sions to meet the learning criteria were 35.9 (range, 12–59) for
the first two discriminations in Phase I, 37.4 (range, 19–67) for
the two new discriminations in Phase II, and 20.8 (range, 5–54)

when all four discriminations were combined in the same
session. During the last five sessions before Phase III, the
overall proportions of correct responses were consistently high
across pigeons and across conditional relations (average, .92;
range, .87–.95).

Figure 1 shows individual and average data from
Phase III. For Group 1S (left panels), the percentage
of correct responses during the first session was sub-
stantially higher for the GB relation than for the RY
relation (average: 64 % vs. 20 %, respectively). In
subsequent sessions, the percentages for the RY relation
increased, but the percentages for the GB relation did
not show a consistent trend across pigeons. By the last
session, the percentages of correct responses did not
differ appreciably between the two relations. A two-
way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
revealed a significant effect of relation [F(1, 3) 0 28.6,
p 0 .013] in which scores tended to be higher for the
GB relation than for the RY relation, a significant effect
of session [F(5, 15) 0 6.48, p 0 .002] in which perfor-
mance tended to improve across sessions, and a signif-
icant Relation × Session interaction [F(5, 15) 0 5.59,
p 0 .004] in which performance improved mostly for
the RY relation.

In contrast, for Group 16S (right panels), the percentage
of correct responses during the first session was substantial-
ly lower for the GB than for the RY relation (average:
21.2 % vs. 71.3 %, respectively). In subsequent sessions,
these percentages increased, particularly for the GB relation.
By the last session, the percentages of correct responses did
not differ appreciably between the two relations. A two-way
repeated measures ANOVA revealed a nonsignificant effect
of relation [F(1, 3) 0 4.3, p 0 .13], in that the overall
difference between the two relations was small (68 % vs.
74 %), a significant effect of session [F(5, 15) 0 19.9,
p < .001] in which performance tended to improve across
sessions, and a significant Relation × Session interaction
[F(5, 15) 0 7.0, p 0 .001] in which performance improved
mostly for the GB relation.

The results of the present experiment are consistent
with the results of other studies on temporal discrimi-
nation (e.g., Church, 2002; Church & Deluty, 1977;
Machado & Keen, 1999; Stubbs, 1968). Consider, for
example, the study by Machado and Keen. In a standard
temporal bisection task, pigeons learned to choose B
after 4-s samples and Y after 16-s samples. When pre-
sented with the intermediate sample durations of 5.9,
8.0, and 11.3 s, the pigeons preferred B after the 5.9-s
samples and Y after the 11.3-s samples. These results
are consistent with temporal generalization; 5.9 s is
closer to 4 s than to 16 s (hence, the preference for
B), and 11.3 s is closer to 16 s than to 4 s (hence, the
preference for Y). In Phase III of the present

Table 3 Average numbers of sessions (Sess.), trials per session, and
percentages correct for each discrimination during Experiments (Exp.)
1 and 2

Percentage Correct

Exp. Phase Sess. Trialsa 1 s→R 4 s→G 4 s→B 16 s→Y

1 I 35.9 53.8 91.8 91.8

II 37.4 60.0 92.9 92.6

I/II 20.8 46.1 88.1 90.9 92.9 95.1

2 I 26.5 55.4 91.3 91.5

II 25.3 56.5 93.5 92.8

I/II 15.8 46.4 95.5 90.5 95.0 95.5

Phase “I/II” represents the sessions in which the four discriminations
were intermixed within the same session
a Correction trials included
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experiment, the pigeons from Group 1S experienced
sample durations closer to 4 s than to 16 s; therefore,
during the first session they selected the comparison (B)
that had been associated with the 4-s sample. Given the
time-based preference for B over Y, the GB relation
yielded a higher percentage of correct responses than
did the RY relation. In contrast, the pigeons from Group
16S experienced sample durations closer to 16 s than to
4 s; therefore, during the first session, they preferred the
comparison (Y) that was associated with the 16-s sam-
ple. The time-based preference for Y over B yielded a
percentage of correct responses that was higher for the
RY relation than for the GB relation. Consistent with
timing studies, these results suggest that the pigeons’
choices in Phase III were controlled mainly by sample
duration and not by sample hue. However, temporal
control appeared to have been quickly reduced, consid-
ering that the percentage of correct responses for the
GB relation in Group 1S decreased for all pigeons

during the second session of Phase III and that the
percentage of correct responses for the RY relation in
Group 16S decreased for two of the four pigeons.

In the study by Machado and Keen (1999), the results for
the 8-s test samples showed that although some pigeons were
more likely to choose B, others were more likely to choose Y.
The mean preference for one of the two comparisons was
closer to indifference than when the sample durations were
5.9 and 11.3 s. This result is consistent with the usual finding
in temporal discrimination studies that the point of subjective
equality (PSE) tends to be at or close to the geometric mean of
the two training durations (i.e., 8 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4� 16
p

; see, e.g.,
Church, 2002; Church & Deluty, 1977; Gibbon, 1981;
Machado, 1997).

From the three facts that (1) the results from Phase
III did not reveal severe disruption of choice perfor-
mance when the sample hue was introduced, (2) the
data from the first session of Phase III revealed orderly
control by sample duration, and (3) in temporal
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discriminations, the PSE tends to be at or close to the
geometric mean of the trained durations, we hypothe-
sized that a sample duration at the geometric mean
would maximize control by sample hue, thereby expos-
ing the differences between the GB and RY relations
from the previous conditional training (Phases I and II).
In Experiment 2, we tested this hypothesis.

Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 showed that sample dura-
tions strongly controlled choice during Phase III, per-
haps masking any control by sample hue. To determine
whether sample hue differentially controls choice (i.e., a
necessary condition to evaluate emergent relations), we
needed a sample duration that would not bias choice.
During Phase III of Experiment 2, a conjunctive FT 8-s
FR1 schedule was used, such that each sample stimulus
(G or R) was on for at least 8 s and until the pigeon
pecked the center key at least once. When we mini-
mized the bias caused by sample duration, any differ-
ence between the GB and RY relations in choice
percentages during the first test session, or in the speed
of learning during the test sessions, would suggest that
the sample hues influenced choice of the comparison
stimuli. The relations hypothetically learned during
Phases I and II could then be expressed behaviorally.

Method

Subjects and apparatus

Four experimentally naive adult pigeons (Columba livia)
were used in Experiment 2. They were housed and main-
tained similarly to those from Experiment 1, and the appa-
ratus was the same as in Experiment 1.

Procedure

All of the procedural details remained the same as in
Experiment 1, with the exception that a conjunctive FT 8-s
FR1 schedule was in effect during the sample in Phase III.
Although the sample–comparison mappings varied across
pigeons (Table 2), we will continue to present the results as
if all of the pigeons had the mappings “1 s→R, 4 s→G” and
“4 s→B, 16 s→Y.”

Results and discussion

Table 3 shows, on average, that the pigeons required 26.5
sessions (range, 12–47) to learn the two Phase I discrimi-
nations, 25.3 sessions (range, 21–30) to learn the two Phase

II discriminations, and 15.8 sessions (range, 6–25) to reach
the accuracy criterion when all four discriminations were
included in the same session. During the last five sessions
that preceded Phase III, the average proportions of correct
choices for the four discriminations ranged from .88 to .98.
The overall proportion of correct choices was above .94 for
all of the pigeons. These results are consistent with those
from Experiment 1.

During Phase III, the average sample duration was al-
ways close to the minimum scheduled value of 8 s. To
illustrate, during the first test session, the median was
8.07 s for the four pigeons, and the percentages of trials
on which the sample duration was between 8 and 8.5 s were
95 %, 92.5 %, 97.5 %, and 90 % for subjects P876, P366,
P604, and P746, respectively. Because the pigeons pecked
during the sample, the obtained sample duration was close
to the minimum scheduled value.

Figure 2 shows the individual and average choice data
during Phase III. In the first session, P366 and P876 per-
formed well above chance on the GB relation (80 % and
90 %, respectively), but near chance on the RY relation
(45 % and 40 %, respectively). P604 showed chance per-
formance on both the GB and RY relations, and P746
showed slightly better performance on the RY relation than
on the GB relation.

Considering the results from all pigeons and sessions
(i.e., four pigeons × six sessions per pigeon 0 24 data
points), the percentages of correct responses on the GB
relation were higher than the percentages of correct
responses on the RY relation in 18 cases, were equal to
them in four cases, and were lower in two cases (p < .01,
binomial test). The visual impression of overall faster
learning of the GB than of the RY relation was corrobo-
rated by a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with
Relation and Session as factors. The ANOVA yielded a
strong effect of relation [F(1, 3) 0 64.0, p 0 .004] in which
overall performance was better on the GB relation than on
the RY relation, a strong effect of session [F(5, 15) 0 11.2,
p < .001] in which performance tended to improve across
sessions, but a nonsignificant Relation × Session interac-
tion [F(5, 15) 0 0.7].

To compare the results from Experiments 1 and 2,
Fig. 3 shows the mean proportions of choices of B,
given a choice between B and Y, following the two
samples G (GB relation) and R (RY relation) during
the first session of Phase III. For convenience when
interpreting the results, we refer to the pigeons from
Experiment 2 as Group 8S. For these pigeons, the
probability of choosing B was higher following the G
sample than following the R sample (.69 vs. .50). A
one-tailed t test for dependent samples yielded a signif-
icant result [t(3) 0 2.85, p < .05]. In contrast, no such
difference existed for Groups 1S (.80 vs. .80) and 16S
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(.26 vs. .29). Moreover, the probability of correctly
choosing B for Group 8S (.69) was between the prob-
abilities for Groups 1S (.80) and 16S (.26).

This pattern of results suggests that the pigeons’ choices
in Experiment 2 were not attributable to a time-based bias
for one of the comparisons, as were the choices for the two
groups from Experiment 1. Rather, the pigeons’ choices
were differentially controlled by the sample hue, and con-
sequently, the GB relation yielded more correct responses
than did the RY relation.

General discussion

Experiment 1 showed that choice is not simply disrup-
ted when the sample stimulus changes in the critical test
phase, and in addition, that very short or long sample
durations bias choice in that phase. Relatively short and
long sample durations may mask control by sample hue.
For these reasons, in Experiment 2 we attempted to
reduce the biasing effect of sample duration, thereby
maximizing the control by sample hue. According to
timing studies with animals (e.g., Church & Deluty,
1977; Machado & Keen, 1999), the PSE between two
durations is typically at their geometric mean.
Therefore, in Experiment 2, the sample duration was
set at approximately 8 s (i.e., the geometric mean of 4
and 16 s). The results showed consistent acquisition
functions across all four pigeons, such that the GB
relation was learned faster than the RY relation.

However, a few studies have found a PSE that was
slightly greater than the geometric mean (e.g., Zentall,
Weaver, & Clement, 2004), predicting a bias for B in
the present case (i.e., the comparison associated with the
4-s sample). In fact, if the PSE were greater than 8 s
(e.g., PSE 0 10 s), at least for some pigeons, we would
predict that these pigeons would prefer B over Y fol-
lowing test samples shorter than 10 s, and Y over B
following test samples longer than 10 s. Because the
samples were approximately 8 s long in Phase III of
Experiment 2, the pigeons should have shown a bias for
B similar to the one shown by subjects P876 and P366
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during the first test session (see Fig. 2). Could varia-
tions in the PSE explain our findings?

To answer this question, we need to compare the results
obtained in the first session of Experiment 2 with those
obtained in Experiment 1, particularly from Group 1S.
Both P876 and P366 from Experiment 2 and the four
pigeons from Group 1S showed a bias for B. Critically,
however, regarding P876 and P366, the bias for B occurred
only following the G samples; following the R samples, the
choice for B was close to chance (see Fig. 2), whereas in the
four pigeons from Group 1S, the bias for B occurred fol-
lowing both G and R samples (see Fig. 1). More generally,
whereas the results from Experiment 1 are consistent with a
time-based account, in which the horizontal segments in
Fig. 3 reveal no effect of sample hue, the results from
Experiment 2 are not consistent with a time-based account,
in which the sloped segment in Fig. 3 shows a moderate
effect of sample hue. If we consider the evidence provided
by the acquisition functions of Experiment 2 (i.e., GB
learned faster than RY), we can conclude that the data from
Experiment 2 are not attributable to variations in the PSE.

The use of temporal samples to produce emergent com-
parison–comparison relations seems to require two seem-
ingly incompatible conditions. First, for the sample to
function as a node, and thereby support the emergence of
new relations, the sample duration must exert strong control
over choice behavior. However, for the comparison–com-
parison emergent relations to be expressed behaviorally, the
sample duration must not exert strong temporal control over
choice behavior. However, the seeming incompatibility van-
ishes when we realize that the two conditions apply at
different moments—the sample must exert strong control
during training, but little or no control during testing.

Our findings suggest that inMTS tasks temporal stimuli may
be an interesting alternative to the usual sample stimuli that is
worth exploring. Other reasons for using temporal stimuli stem
from the work of Miller and Barnet (1993), who have claimed
that when two or more stimuli are paired, the temporal proper-
ties of the pairing (e.g., the various intervals between the stimuli)
are always encoded. Time, in other words, seems to play a
prominent role in all forms of associative learning. If this is
the case, temporal stimuli may generate a powerful source of
control in conditional discrimination training and should be used
more often in experiments studying symbolic behavior.

The present results appear to be consistent with the
common-coding effect reported in experiments that have
shown emergent relations in pigeons (e.g., Edwards,
Jagielo, Zentall, & Hogan, 1982; Urcuioli, Zentall,
Jackson-Smith, & Steirn, 1989; Zentall, 1996; Zentall,
Clement, & Weaver, 2003; Zentall, Steirn, Sherburne, &
Urcuioli, 1991; for a detailed discussion, see Zentall,
1998). Urcuioli, Zentall, and DeMarse (1995) evaluated
derived sample–comparison relations in pigeons following

many-to-one versus one-to-many matching training. In their
Experiment 1, illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 4, pigeons
received AB and CB training during Phase I and AD train-
ing during Phase II. When they were tested for the emergent
CD relation during Phase III, they showed positive results.
The authors proposed the following explanation: First, con-
sistent with the secondary-generalization hypothesis of Hull
(1939), when a subject learns to select a comparison stimu-
lus (e.g., B1) conditionally upon a sample stimulus (e.g.,
A1), the subject then produces this comparison stimulus
implicitly or covertly when exposed to the same sample
stimulus. Second, during Phase I, the A and C stimuli
acquire the function to produce covertly the B stimuli, the
common code. Third, in Phase II, a mediating link between
the B stimuli, covertly produced upon presentation of A, and
the D stimuli is formed. Fourth, during Phase III, the C
stimuli covertly produce the B stimuli (due to Phase I
training). Because the B stimuli were connected to the D
stimuli (due to Phase II training), the pigeons express the
emergent CD relation. The authors concluded that the CD
relation supports the common-coding hypothesis.

A similar behavioral process may explain the results from
Experiment 2. As the bottom panel of Fig. 4 suggests, the
pigeons may have learned to produce G covertly in Phase I
in the presence of the 4-s sample. Then, in Phase II, a
mediating link between G and B could have been formed
during the 4-s samples, in which G would be covertly
produced by the 4-s samples, and choices of B would have
been reinforced in the presence of G. The GB link could
then explain the better results on the GB than on the RY
relation.

Formulations similar to the common-coding effect have
been advanced by Hall’s (1994, 1996) model of associative-
ly activated stimulus representations. According to the mod-
el, when two representations are activated concurrently, a

Fig. 4 Summary of the procedures used in Urcuioli et al. (1995) and
the present experiment. Explicitly trained or tested relations are indi-
cated by solid arrows, and covertly generated comparison stimuli are
indicated by dashed arrows
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link between them is formed. Thereafter, a representation
can be activated directly or indirectly—directly by present-
ing the corresponding stimulus, and indirectly by activating
the other representation. To apply the model to our experi-
ment, consider that during Phase I a link was established
between the representations of the 4-s sample stimulus and
the G comparison stimulus; we call this Link 1. Next, during
Phase II, a second link (Link 2) was established between the
representations of the 4-s sample stimulus and the B com-
parison stimulus. At that moment, the 4-s stimulus activated
two representations, the representation of B via Link 2 and
the representation of G via Link 1. According to Hall’s
model, the concurrent activation of the G and B representa-
tions would link them (Link 3). In Phase III, when G was
presented as the sample, the representation of B was acti-
vated via Link 3, and the animal preferred B (see also Hall,
Mitchell, Graham, & Lavis, 2003).

After the one-to-many AB and AC training, positive
results on the combined BC and CB tests demonstrated the
emergence of transitivity, symmetry, and reflexivity.
Altogether, these three emergent performances provide be-
havioral evidence of equivalence-class formation (Sidman,
1994; Sidman et al., 1982; Sidman, & Tailby, 1982). For this
reason, the combined tests are also called equivalence tests.

In the present experiment, the tests focused on only one
of the two possible emergent relations. That is, only the
relations that involved the G and R stimuli as samples and
the B and Y stimuli as comparisons were tested. Without
testing the converse relations, with B and Y as samples and
G and R as comparisons, we do not have evidence of all of
the necessary emergent performances to conclude that the
pigeons formed equivalence classes. Using the same
pigeons to test all of the relations would have required a
significantly greater number of sessions, but then the effects
of reinforcement learning during Phase III would probably
mask the transfer effects of Phases I and II. The solution
might be a mixed between–within design, in which one
group of pigeons would be tested for one relation (as in
Exp. 2) and another group would be tested for the other
relation (B and Y as samples and R and G as comparisons).

Most experiments using matching-to-sample tasks with
nonhuman animals, including pigeons, have shown that stim-
ulus location also controls performance (cf. Iversen, 1997;
Iversen, Sidman, & Carrigan, 1986; Lionello & Urcuioli,
1998; Lionello-DeNolf & Urcuioli, 2000, 2002; Sidman,
1992). To illustrate, when subjects are trained using fixed
positions (e.g., samples on the center key and comparisons
on the two side keys) and then tested using variable positions
(e.g., samples presented on one of the side keys and the
comparisons presented on the remaining two keys), accuracy
is significantly lower than when samples and comparisons
maintain fixed positions (e.g., Iversen, 1997; Iversen et al.,
1986; Lionello & Urcuioli, 1998). According to Lionello and

Urcuioli, control by stimulus location may explain the nega-
tive results obtained in tests for emergent relations with the
three-key paradigm because, in some cases at least, the loca-
tions of samples and comparisons changed during the tests.

In the present study, stimuli R and G were presented
on the side keys during Phase I and on the center key
during Phase III. Although this change in location is
the opposite of that made by Lionello and Urcuioli
(1998)—in their study, the stimuli previously presented
on the center key were later presented on the side keys
—one would expect a similar disruption of the emer-
gent performance evaluated in Phase III. However, at
least for pigeons P876 and P366, no such disruption
took place. Furthermore, considering the general acqui-
sition curves of Phase III, any potential control by
stimulus location was not sufficiently strong to reduce
the higher accuracy levels achieved in the GB relation
when compared to the RY relation.

According to Saunders and collaborators (cf. Saunders &
Green, 1999; Saunders, Drake, & Spradlin, 1999; Saunders,
Saunders, Williams, & Spradlin, 1993), conditional discrim-
inations embed two types of simple discriminations: succes-
sive discriminations between samples presented across
trials, and simultaneous discriminations between compari-
sons presented on each trial. According to this viewpoint,
negative results in transitivity and symmetry tests following
one-to-many training could occur if the training did not
include some of the necessary simple discriminations. The
argument is as follows: During AB training, the subject
learns a successive discrimination between samples A1
and A2 and a simultaneous discrimination between compar-
isons B1 and B2. During AC training, the subject learns in
addition to the successive discrimination between the A
samples a simultaneous discrimination between compari-
sons C1 and C2. Missing from the training, however, is
the successive discrimination between the B1 and B2 sam-
ples that is necessary for the BC relation to emerge. In other
words, for a novel relation between the comparisons to
emerge, all relevant conditional discriminations, with their
embedded simple discriminations, must be trained. Because
the one-to-many structure does not train all of the embedded
discriminations, negative results could be obtained in the
tests for the emergent relations between the comparisons.

In the present study, stimulus set B (the R and G hues) and
stimulus set C (the B and Y hues) were presented simulta-
neously as comparisons during Phases I and II, but the suc-
cessive discrimination between stimulus set Bwas not in place
before Phase III. However, in contrast with Saunders and
Green’s (1999) hypothesis, P876 and P366 achieved high
accuracy levels in the GB relation. It seems that, for these
subjects, the simple simultaneous discriminations trained in
Phase I produced the repertoire of simple discrimination nec-
essary for appropriate performance during Phase III.
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Another question addressed by our experiment concerns
the testing of emergent relations using reinforced trials and a
within-subjects design (Velasco et al., 2010). In the standard
conditional discrimination training procedure, correct
responses are reinforced but incorrect responses have no
scheduled consequences, except in some cases the repetition
of the trial (i.e., correction method). However, these differen-
tial response outcomes do not occur during testing (e.g., Kuno
et al., 1994; Lipkens et al., 1988) because an extinction
procedure is usually in effect during the test trials (e.g.,
Sidman et al., 1982). The use of extinction during the test
trials may produce various effects, including changes in the
source of stimulus control, resurgence of behavior, and an
increase in behavioral variability (cf. Antonitis, 1951; Dube
& McIlvane, 1996; Epstein, 1983, 1985; Galvão et al., 1992;
Kuno et al., 1994; Lerman & Iwata, 1996; Schusterman &
Kastak, 1993; Sidman et al., 1982; Wilson & Hayes, 1996).
The testing protocol used in the present experiment
overcomes this problem because it assesses emergent
conditional relations using reinforced test trials.
Specifically, it compares the acquisition of two condi-
tional relations, one comprising stimuli associated by
prior training, and another comprising stimuli not asso-
ciated by prior training. In our experiments, an emer-
gent conditional relation was evaluated in Phase III,
considering that G and B had a common association with 4-
s samples, whereas R and Y had no such association.

The use of reinforced tests to assess the emergence of
conditional relations has been proposed in previous studies
(e.g., Edwards et al., 1982; Schusterman & Kastak, 1993;
Urcuioli et al., 1989; Zentall et al., 1991). However, in those
studies, the acquisition of different conditional discrimina-
tions had to be compared across groups, which not only
requires a large number of subjects but also may obscure the
effects of training in individual subjects (see Velasco et al.,
2010). The within-subjects design used in the present study
also overcomes these problems.

In summary, our results clearly indicated the emergence of
a new relation between two visual comparison stimuli, a
relation that could be established only through their common
relation with a temporal stimulus. As far as we know, this is
the first demonstration of cross-modal emergent relations
involving temporal and visual stimuli in pigeons. Although
it was not possible to produce strong evidence of equivalence-
class formation, the present findings suggest that more than
one emergent performance was simultaneously established.
This is a noteworthy fact, considering that only one experi-
ment with mammals (Schusterman & Kastak, 1993), and no
experiment with birds, has reported the simultaneous estab-
lishment of emergent performances. Experiments using simi-
lar stimuli or similar training and testing protocols may help to
clarify the controversial question about equivalence-class for-
mation in nonverbal subjects.
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